
Pooka’s Page for Grownups

Carmen Sanchez Bezzard, who’s
been a Pooka Team Member for
years, has a lovely book just out:

“Momma’s Magical Gardens”.  A simple, heart-warming story
written in verse, it’s available on Amazon.  Pooka loves it.
He thinks you and your witchlings will also.

And, of course, our “Letters from Scotland” Team Member,
Fiona Tinker’s recently released book,   which is quickly
becoming a classic “Must Have” for pagan parents.

Pooka and I are incredibly proud that so many of our Team
have gone on to become authors of their own books. Rayne
Storm, an early Team  member for many years, now has, I believe, about 7 books for pagan
kids available now.

Lilliane Grenier’s skillful collection of whimsical coloring pages for the Wheel of the Year are
available on Amazon and even our grownup readers are loving them.  Over 70 creamy, thick
pages, suitable for crayons, water colors or felt pens for only $7.

This little magazine is so fortunate to have such talented and dedicated people on our Team!

Speaking of our Team, things don’t always go smoothly when they’re trying to prepare their
articles and projects.  Case in Point:  My daughter Mandy was pulling her brownies for this issue
out of the oven.  Glancing out the window, she noticed her tomato plants needed watering.  She
set the pan on a counter to cool and rushed out to grab the hose.  Less than 5 minutes later, her
3 year old son, Toby, came trotting out of the house patting his tummy happily and exclaiming:
“Yum yum yum!”  His face and hands were covered in chocolate.  So, unfortunately, her recipe
does not include any pretty photos of the final result … although there are pictures of  9 year old
Tristan and little Toby helping to make them.

On a side note: The song in our Pooka Story is from Gwydion Pendderwen’s album, “Songs for
the Old Religion”.  I bought it when it first came out in 1975 and it’s still my favorite pagan
album!  You can listen to it here:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=seR5njXN1wY

A ve�� h���y S���er S���t��e �� y�u!



Also known as: Midsummer, Summer Solstice

This is the longest day of the year when we celebrate the peak of the sun’s power. From now until Yule, the days
grow shorter and shorter. Fires are lit to honor the Life Giving forces of the sun, Water rituals encourage rain
during the hot months ahead. This is a perfect time to have an outdoor celebration with barbeques, bonfires and
water games! Midsummer Eve is one of the times during the year when fairies and other nature spirits especially
love to frolic.  It’s customary to leave offerings for them such as food or milk set out in the evening.
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Midsummer Celebrations

“The firewood is ready!” announced Nathan as he entered the kitchen.  Elsie looked up from

putting finishing touches on a strawberry and spinach salad.  Great-aunt Tilly glanced over her

shoulder from the stove.

“You got it all carried up and stacked on the hill? ” she asked.

The dark haired boy grinned.  “I even took my fishing pole up so Pooka and I can catch some for

the feast.”

“Me too! Me too!” cried Pooka’s little brother, Grimalkin. “I want to help.”

“Yeah, you’ll only help scare the fish away when you fall in the water!” snorted Pooka from his

rocking chair throne.

“Will not,” pouted Grimalkin.

Aunt Tilly scooped up her little Familiar-in-Training and put him on her shoulder.  “Where’s that

pesky pixie?”

“Thistle and the other fairies are getting ready for their own midsummer celebration,” Nathan

said.  “But my grandmother’s coming.  She said she’d meet us up there.”

A short while later, Elsie’s red wagon was piled with blankets and food and Grimalkin perched

on top.  Nathan pulled the wagon up a winding path leading to the top of a tall hill that

overlooked the forest.  Elsie and Aunt Tilly followed with Pooka trotting alongside and Edgar,

Elsie’s crow, keeping pace overhead.

When they reached the top, Nathan’s grandmother was waiting with a big pitcher of ice cold

lemonade.  “What took you kids so long?” she teased.

“I’m no kid,” retorted Aunt Tilly, “and that hill is steep!” She fanned her face with her

broad-brimmed pointy hat and then settled her purple skirts on the blanket next to her friend.

“Any mead in that big basket next to you?” she asked.



Grandmother winked as she poured Aunt Tilly a glass of sweet honey wine.  And then,

pretending it was an afterthought, she poured one for herself.

From their vantage point at the top of the hill was a clear view of the valley, farms and distant

village below.  Beyond the hills on the other side of the valley, they would see the sun setting in

all it’s Midsummer glory.

“Ready to go fishing?”  Nathan grabbed his pole and headed back down the hill toward the

creek.  Pooka galloped after him and the kitten, Grimalkin, brought up the rear.

Elsie sat down with the two women and gave her great-aunt a hug.  “I’m so glad you could join

us for Midsummer!” she sighed happily.

“Well, dear, with your Uncle Tiberius off at that big antiquarian book fair of his, it seemed the

perfect opportunity.”

Grandmother rose and began wandering the hill picking flowers and green ferns.  Elsie and Aunt

Tilly joined her.  They soon were seated agan on the blanket weaving head wreaths.  They were

just finishing when Nathan, Pooka and a very wet Grimalkin rejoined them.

The dripping kitten settled into Aunt Tilly’s lap, creating a sizable puddle in her skirts.

“He fell in the creek so no fish,” announced Pooka in an ‘I told you so’ voice.

Aunt Tilly grabbed a corner of the blanket and used it to dry off her little cat.

Elsie noticed that the midsummer sun was beginning to set.  “I think it’s time to light the

bonfire!” She passed out the head wreaths that she, Grandmother and Aunt Tilly had made.

Pooka’s wreath was cocked over one ear and Grimalkin’s was too big and ended up around his

scrawny, grey neck… but no matter.  They both loved them.

The fire blazed high and Elsie began strumming her banjo mandolin.  Pooka recognized the tune

and began to sing:

“When She danced on the waters and the wind was

her horn,

The Lady laughed, and everything was born

She lit the sun and its light gave Him Birth

The Lord of the Dance then appeared on the earth

Dance, then, wherever you may be

For I am the Lord of the Dance, said He…”

They all began dancing around the fire as they

sang,  their steps and music weaving magic to bring

fertility to the land and crops.  Edgar spread his

large black wings and flew around their circle

cawing. One song led to another.  Elsie tossed

handfuls of loose incense into the fire.  Sparks and

the fragrances of honeysuckle, rose and a mysterious green sweetness filled the air.



Meanwhile, the sun dipped lower, streaking the sky with purple, red and gold as it dropped

below the horizon.

The dancers finally collapsed on blankets around the bonfire.

“I’m hungry!” announced Pooka and Edgar cawed his agreement.

Grimalkin said, “I’m starving!”  and Aunt Tilly chided him fondly, saying, “You're always

starving.”

“I could eat,” admitted Nathan and Elsie nodded. “Me too.” They began unpacking their feast

by the light of the fire.

“Am I late?” squeeked a voice overhead.  “Is there any food left?”  Thistle the Fairy fluttered

above them.

“You’re just in time for the food...as usual,” said Aunt Tilly in her gruff voice. But she smiled

broadly, pleased to see her old friend.

“Come on down, dear.  There’s plenty,” smiled Grandmother serenely.  Afterward, they told

stories, recited poems and sang more songs as Elsie strummed her mandolin.

Afterward, the little witch produced a bag of marshmallows from her pack.  They each stuck one

on a long stick and roasted them  over the fire til they were a lovely golden brown.  Thistle the

fairy was so excited.  It was her first time toasting marshmallows and she nearly got her dinky

face stuck in the gooey sweetness while trying to take a bite!   Edgar the crow happily pecked at

his until it was gone and then asked for more.

When they finally made their sleepy way down the winding path from the hill toward the

cottage, Pooka thought about what a wonderful day they’d had.  He was secretly glad that

Grimalkin was there to share it with him.  He didn’t even mind that his brother had fallen in the

creek and scared all the fish away.

Well, maybe just a little bit...





A panicked Pooka scooted fast as he could through the open door of the cottage.  His paws

skidded on the hardwood floor as he made the sharp left turn into the hallway and a moment

later he exploded through the entrance to the kitchen.

“Elsie!  Come quick!” he cried.

The startled witch at the stove nearly dropped her spoon.  “Why? What is it?”

The cat paused, catching his breath a moment before announcing: “Humongous, Ginormous

flowers.  Almost as tall as the cottage and their faces as big as dinner plates.  Bigger even!  They

just appeared out of nowhere.  It must be some evil sorcery. They’re going to eat up the rest of

our garden! Quick, Elsie!  Help me save the catnip!”

To his dismay, the girl began laughing. “Pooks, they’re just sunflowers!”

Pooka stared in astonishment.  “The sun god sent them? Why does the sun hate our garden?”

Elsie, red -faced from laughing, wiped the tears of mirth from her eyes with a corner of her

apron. “The sun god didn’t send them,” she told her cat.  “I planted them.  You just didn’t notice

their green stalks and leaves shooting up against the trees along the edge of the garden.  But

now, they’re starting to bloom so you saw them.”

Pooka sat down abruptly like a suddenly deflated balloon. “Oh,” he said, and then added: “So,

they’re not going to gobble up our garden?”

The witch shook her head, smiling.  “In fact, sunflowers are good in so many ways!”

Pooka knew he was about to get a Lesson ... but it was one he was curious to learn.  He followed

Elsie back out to the garden.  She pointed at the large yellow flowers whose faces were indeed

bigger than her own.

“The flowers are sacred to the sun god.  In the morning, their faces point east… watching for

him to rise.  Then, throughout the day, their faces follow the sun across the sky until he sets and

disappears in the west.  Then, during the night, they turn east again and wait for him to rise.”

Pooka was impressed.  “That’s really cool,” he said.

“There’s more,” Elsie continued.  “ The centers of those big flowers will soon get filled with

seeds which are really yummy to eat.”

“Wait!” cried Pooka.  “The village cafe puts sunflower seeds on their salads.  Are you saying

those come from this big yellow flower?”



The girl nodded. “Yes.  You can roast them and then sprinkle them on just about anything…
vegies, pasta, breads, muffins.   Kids even love eating roasted, salted sunflower seeds straight

from the shell as a snack.”

“Okay, tell me some more!” ordered the cat.

Elsie grinned…
“The seeds can also help lower blood pressure, cholesterol and blood sugar.  That’s why Great

Aunt Tilly uses them… besides the fact that they’re tasty.  She also crushes the leaves and uses

them as a poultice for Uncle Tiberius's arthritis. The poultice is good for any other painful

swelling too, like from sprains or bug bites.   The leaves are harvested

and dried just as the plants are starting to flower and can be made

into a tea that’s good for the same thing. They help your body fight

the inflammation causing the swelling and pain from the inside!  So,

ideally, you use both the poultice and the tea.”

“That makes sense,” agreed Pooka.

Elsie continued: “The tea also helps when you have any sort of cough

or bronchial infection.”

Pooka stopped her.  “Bronchial?” he asked.  It was a big word.

“Anything to do with your lungs… your breathing bits,” said Elsie.

The cat nodded.  “Okay, go on…”

“When  you have a bunch of junk in your chest, a tea made of

sunflower leaves can help you cough it out.  It’s called an expectorant.”

“Sounds like it might be good for getting rid of hairballs,” Pooka said and made a mental note.

Elsie grinned.  “Tea made from the leaves and flowers is also good for sore throats and bringing

down a really high fever.   Did you know you can even make paper out of the stalks of a

sunflower?  And the oil  pressed from the seeds is used in making candles and soaps as well as

tasty salad dressings and massaging sore muscles. And sunflower oil is great for the skin and

reduces inflammation.   You can even cook with it and use it in salad dressings. ”

“Wow!”  Pooka was impressed and looked up at the tall flowers with a new respect.  “I guess

this giant flower really does belong in our herb garden! And, it really does look like the sun.”

“So, shall we pick some of the sunflower’s yellow petals for our Litha salad?” asked Elsie with a

twinkle in her eye.

“We’d be Fools not to!” exclaimed her cat.  “Can we add some of the seeds also?”

Elsie Says: Sunflowers growing in the garden will bring good luck to your home.  Plant

sunflower seeds in a sunny spot away from any  other seeds you’re trying to sprout.  They are

jealous and territorial.  Your other seedling babies won’t stand a chance.  Sunflowers also like

plenty of organic nutrients on a regular basis because they grow fast.



To Overcome Shyness
Everyone has situations that can cause them to feel shy.  Moving and going to a new school or

having to get up and give a report in front of your whole class, for instance, would definitely do

it for most kids.

If you know you’re going to be feeling shy about something, put a vase of sunflowers on your

family’s altar.  Then pull the Strength card from a tarot deck and place it at the base of the vase.

Look at the card and the flowers, letting their bold magic flow into you, giving you the courage

you’ll need to conquer your shyness.

To Know the Truth
Sunflowers are associated with loyalty, honesty and truth. If you want to know the truth about

something, sleep with a sunflower under your pillow. You should know the truth before the sun

goes down the following day.

Friendship
Sunflowers symbolize a long friendship.  Put a piece of rose quartz in the bottom of a tall vase

filled with sunflowers.  Then give it to someone you really like and want to be friends with

forever.

For the Sick Room
If you know someone who’s been ill for a long time

and is ‘sick and tired’ of being sick and tired, bring

them a big bouquet of sunflowers for their room.

Their solar power will chase out any negative energy,

acting as a spiritual disinfectant.  Not only that, their

sunny, bright faces and positive vibrations will help

cheer your friend up!



Sun Butter
Almost everyone loves peanut butter.  But, did you know you can

make a similar butter out of sunflower seeds?  Sun Butter is

delicious on toast, in sandwiches or spread on an apple… and it’s

great for people who are allergic to peanuts.

You’ll need about 12 ounces (2 ¼ cups) of shelled and roasted

sunflower seeds.

(If all you have are raw seeds, you can roast them on a cookie

sheet in a 350 degree oven for 5 to 15 minutes until golden

brown.)

Put the nuts in a food processor or blender and pulse until they’re finely chopped.

Then, process on Low speed for 1 minute.  Stop and scrape down the sides.

Process on Low again for another minute.  Stop and scrape again.

Do this 4 times and, during the 4th time, add a teaspoon of salt and ¼ cup of brown sugar.

Process for 2 minutes until smooth and creamy.

At this point, it will be a bit hot from all that processing, so let it cool before putting it in a jar.  It

will stay good in the refrigerator for about a month.

Note:  If you want it chocolate flavored, add 2 - 4 Tablespoons of cocoa powder and a bit more

sugar during the last processing stage.



Sweet Seeds
Elsie has to hide these  yummy treats from Pooka. Otherwise,

he’ll just bury his face in the bowl and eat them all gone!

They’re delicious on salads, sweet potatoes or just as a tasty

snack to munch on.

Heat ⅓ cup raw sunflower seeds in a nonstick pan or skillet.

Add 2 Tbsp brown sugar.  Stir constantly until the sugar is

melted and the seeds are coated.  Then, dump it on some

waxed paper to cool.

Breakfast Brownies by Amanda & Tristan Storms

(Vegan & Gluten Free)

Kids - What if you could make brownies that were not only chocolaty and delicious but also

healthy enough that your grownup might let you eat them for breakfast?

¾ cup rolled oats

(15-ounce) can no-salt-added black

beans, drained and rinsed (or 1½ cups

cooked)

1 cup date syrup or pure maple syrup

½ cup unsweetened cocoa powder

1 teaspoon baking powder

½ teaspoon baking soda

Vegan semi-sweet chocolate chips

(optional)

Use a food processor to blend the oats to a fine powder and pour them into a bowl.

Then blend the rinsed beans and syrup.  Once that's a smooth batter, pour it into the bowl and

mix with the oats, cocoa powder, baking powder, baking soda, and chocolate chips.

Then add MORE chips on top and put in a 350 degree (176.6 C) oven for 35 minutes.



Note from Tristan (9 years old) - Before putting the pan in the oven, drop about 4 spoon sized

blobs of peanut butter on top.  Then use a chopstick or clean finger to swirl and marble it

through the batter.  I tried that and it was really good!

A Letter from Scotland,

De�r ����le W���h��,

In that magical place between our world and the

Otherworld, where time is no time and anything can happen,

Attila the Bun and Meg the cat with half a tail sat happily

together on a streak of purple light watching both the worlds

go by.

They were enjoying a game of worlds’ mirrors - watching

what happened in one world reflected in the other.

Both the animals observed their favourite human bustle about, busy with preparations to

welcome the Summer Solstice. They saw her shape a bower from the flowers growing in her

garden. They noted the wood for a bonfire had been gathered and the cooking stone set to one

side of it. Meg’s belly gave a little grumble of anticipation as, like the rest of Meg, it knew

cooking stones meant bannocks at some point. They watched an altar in honour of Angus and

Bride came to life with all the colours of the summer sun.

“It’s pretty,” said Attila the Bun. “She always makes it pretty for Angus but not as pretty as the

Seelie Court make Schiehallion to celebrate the Sacred Marriage of Angus and Bride.”

From their magical seat, both the animals turned to look towards the middle of Scotland, where

the sacred mountain of Schiehallion – the fairy mountain of the Caledonians – straddled the

space between earth and sky. Here too a bower was being made by some of the summer sidhe.

It was a much grander and finer thing than any human could ever hope to make. It was fit for a

King and Queen to stand beneath and declare their love for each other and their lands. It was a

fine, high arch in honour of the Gods and the Sun.



Other sidhe folk scurried about too, preparing for a huge party with fire games, singing, music

and dancing. Either side of the peaceful purple place between the worlds was abuzz with the

anticipation of celebrating the longest day.

Meg scanned the cooks, looking for those who were friendly enough towards a certain cat with

half a tail. He saw some sidhe cooks he recognised and he purred in happiness at the thought of

treats to come later. Meanwhile, Attila the Bun stretched and said softly, “Angus Óg?”

“Behind you, little rabbit, where I always am,” answered Angus.

Delighted, the two animals turned around to face him but at once they noticed how

unhappy he looked.

“What’s wrong?” asked Attila.

“Don’t you want the Solstice?” asked Meg the cat with half a tail.

Angus Óg sighed deeply. “I do. Of course I do. It is part of the story of the year. Bride and

I marry at the high point of summer on our holy ground. The wheel turns a little more.

We do serious, grown-up God work and all is right with the worlds.”

“But?” queried Attila.

“But… I feel like making a little bit of mischief beforehand. I’ll be doing my God work for

long enough in the summer.”

“Why can’t you do something silly first?” asked Meg, whose little heart hurt on seeing

his beloved Angus unhappy. “I don’t see why you can’t. It’s not the Solstice yet, and as

long as you are where you should be and on time, who’s going to tell you off for having a

bit of fun before you go to work?”

Angus Óg looked at Meg. Then he smiled his huge smile, the smile that is so big it makes

flowers smile back in delight. “You know, little cat, you may not have very much in the

way of brains but when you use them, you make a lot of sense.”

Attila the Bun was a little miffed at the compliment Angus paid Meg, after all, he was

supposed to be the clever one. Neither Meg nor Angus took any notice of Attila’s little

sulk.



Instead, Meg said, “So where are we going? What will we do?”

“Typical,” thought Attila. “It’s Angus who wants some mischief and Meg just assumes the invite

to trouble is for us too.” But he was intrigued.

The God sat between the worlds looking into one then into the other. Attila the Bun and Meg

the cat with half a tail watched him anxiously. They did not like to see him out of sorts like this.

After a little while Angus Óg declared, “The human world!”

With a sparkle of sounds and a lashing of lights, cat, rabbit and God flashed from the

edge of the worlds to a small harbour. Little fishing vessels lined the beach and larger

ones were moored alongside the stone pier. Small stone cottages that normally

huddled together for warmth sparkled in the summer sun.

“This is our home – our human home,” said Meg. “What are we doing here?”

“Is our human here? Will she join in?” asked Attila.

Angus Óg smiled. “No, she’s not, Attila and she won’t be with us – but this is one story

she’ll certainly hear quickly enough. And as to what we’re doing, you’ll find out, Meg.

Follow me.”

With that, Angus Óg jumped into a small boat. The cat and the rabbit did likewise, not

knowing what he was up to. The craft moved gently and swiftly as if pulled through the

waves by Manannan Mac Lir himself. It came to a stop once they were about a quarter

of a mile from the shore. A few hundred yards ahead was a bigger fishing trawler with

three men on board. The men did not seem to notice the smaller vessel with the God,

the cat and the rabbit as its crew. They were too busy working with their lobster pots.

Attila the Bun was about to ask what Angus planned to do when a change began to

come over Angus. Attila and Meg stared…

… as Angus’ arms grew longer and longer… as his beautiful long red hair changed into

a greyish-green mop of short curls… as his sweet hazel eyes grew small and his nose

became flat… as his mouth widened and his skin turned a tallow yellow… and…

and…



… and as the bottom half of his body transformed into a magnificent fish tail!

Attila the Bun stared at the merman in front of him. Meg the cat with half a tail just stared at

the fishy half of him, not able to believe his eyes … or his belly … or his luck?

“Don’t even think about it, Meg!” laughed Angus. Then he was gone, darting over the side of

the boat with the speed and grace of a salmon, silver scales shimmying as he made his way

through the water towards the fishermen’s ship.

The two animal friends could only watch. For once they were completely lost for

words.

Angus Óg swam almost to the other boat then stopped with the upper half of his

body out of the water. “Morning, Calum Beag!” he called to the fisherman

nearest to him.

Calum Beag – for that was indeed his name – jumped on hearing himself called

for from the sea. Then he jumped some more when he saw the figure of a strange

man-like creature naming him from the water. Calum Beag pinched himself. This

could not be real!

“She’s a wonderful woman, your Catriona. You’ll not do better in this life, my

laddie. Time to ask her to be your wife, so it is!” sang Angus.

With that, Angus Óg turned a somersault in the water, making sure his fine fish

fins were in full view. When the top half of him resurfaced, Calum Beag had been

joined by his two crew mates. All three of them stood at the rail of their vessel for

all the world looking like three very hungry baby birds in a nest, so open and

gaping were their mouths.

Angus Óg laughed. Then he floated on his back, slapping his tail on the waves,

watching it sparkle in the sun.

“C..c…camera! Get a camera!” called one of the men.

But Angus merely waved a hand and all three men found themselves rooted to

the deck, unable to move. All they could do was watch this strange sea creature

show off his tail. All they could hear was this strange sea creature calling to Calum

Beag, giving him advice about marrying Catriona.



After a little while of this, Angus the fish dived into the depths and disappeared. Suddenly he

was back in the smaller boat with Attila and Meg, completely as himself. He was laughing so

hard, his hazel eyes were filled with tears.

“They’ll never be believed!” he hiccupped between laughs. “Oh my word, can you imagine what

their friends will say when they tell them about this?”

“That was a bit mean, surely?” said Meg.

“Not at all!” answered Angus Óg. “The laddie needed a push in the right direction – he’s

too quiet and he loves too deeply. The lassie loves just as deep but she’ll grow weary of

waiting for a shy one like Calum Beag to ask for her hand. Did them both a favour. His

crew mates won’t be slow in the telling of it, so he may as well get on with it and ask her.”

“Quite romantic, in a way,” said Attila. “I suppose.”

“Midsummer madness, a bit of fun, a good turn done for a shy lad in love – what’s not to

like?” asked the God.

“You turned the fishtail back to legs,” muttered Meg, gloomily.

Angus Óg laughed even more. “Again - don’t even think about it, little cat! We have a

wedding to attend, a celebration to preside over – and there will be bannocks aplenty for

greedy, hungry Meg cats!”

“You seem much happier now,” said Attila the Bun.

“Oh I am, I am,” replied Angus Óg. “A little Solstice playfulness makes happy people,

happy animals – and happy Gods.”

Sol���c� B�e�s���s ��� Fun �� ��u Al�!

Fi�n� �i���r









Pooka’s Poetry Corner

Golden Sun by Lenore Hetrick

Great, glorious, golden sun,

Shine down on me today!

You are the life of all this earth,

You and your magic ray.

And I will welcome your golden rays,

For you mean life to me,

And you mean happiness and health,

Strength and energy.



Solstice Sun Stick
By Mim Burrows

1 long stick

3 smaller

sticks

Yellow fabric strips , yarn, ribbons & string

Pipe cleaner (optional)

To make your sun stick , start by attaching

one of the smaller sticks near to the top of

your large stick , using string, to make a

cross.  Next tie on each stick with string

fastening around the centre point until you have what resembles the

spokes of a wheel.

Weave your chosen fabric, ribbons and yarns around the spokes ,

wrapping around each spoke as you go.  Once finished , tie off the

last thread.

Attach ribbons and yarn to the bottom of your sun, you can also add

beads, feathers or anything else that you wish to.

(Optional:  Wrap pipe cleaner around

a pencil or stick to make curlicues and

attach these to the top.)

Place your solstice sun stick in your garden and celebrate

the sun's glory!

Note: If you don’t have a garden or access to sticks, you

can easily make a smaller one using pencils or twigs to

place on your altar or in a potted plant to decorate your

home!



Pooka wandered around to the back of the cottage

where Elsie was hanging the laundry on the

clothesline.  “...and thank you, Sun, for drying the

laundry,” he said.  “ Pooka,” asked Elsie,

“what are you doing?”  “I’m thanking the Sun for everything it

does,” said Pooka. “I’m thanking the Sun for growing



the flowers, the trees and our food.

Let’s see… what else?”  A bee flew by.  “Oh yeah!” exclaimed

Pooka, “thank you, Sun, for helping the

bees make honey.”  “How about vitamin D?” suggested

Elsie. “Your body needs it and you get it from the

sun.”   “Thank you, Sun, for giving me vitamin D,”

said Pooka. “And the sun is helping me make some

ice tea today,” Elsie said.  “Thank you,

Sun, for helping to make our ice tea,”

said Pooka and then he added, “You know what else the



sun does?  It makes me be in a happy mood.”  “Me too,”

laughed Elsie.

\



Thirty-four years ago, on June 7, a tiny Amazon
entered this world.  A true child of Epona, she’s
never more at home than on the back of a horse
and, today, she’s a fierce champion of the Earth.
Happy Birthday, Mandy!
Her son, Toby, will be 4 on June 19.  Whenever
he gets a treat, Tovy always asks for another one
to take to his brother, Tristan. Pooka wonders if
he has to be that nice with his little brother,
Grimalkin?  Maybe Toby is setting a bad
example!
On June 23, Bridget will be 8 years old.  She
already has a deep connection with animals and
is looking forward to her “Coming of Age”
ceremony.  Pooka thinks Bridget is definitely a Priestess in the making.
On June 13, Esmee will be 8 years old and she’s a little cottage witch
making corn dollies and collecting crystals.
Little Salem will be 2 on June 19 and her independent spirit is already
aligning with the earth and sea.
Melody, who will be 6 on June 15th shares Pooka’s love of pancakes.  He
heard she’s a really good artist.  He’s a bit shy to ask but… maybe, Melody
will draw a picture of him and share it on Pooka’s Circle so he can see?
Zephy is a dragon lover who will be 7 on June 20. Pooka says black,
yellow and red are probably Ninja colors and he really hopes Zephy will
have his back when he meets the mean orange cat in the Village!



Nature Girl, Alice will turn 3 on July 4.
Pooka’s sure it will be a year of many
adventures with Poppie and her cats and
bunnies.
Dominic is so lucky to have his big brother,
Evan, and big sister, Meisha to help
celebrate his 2nd birthday on June 20th!
Eleanora’s spirit animal is a fox.  She’ll be 7
on June 22nd, a Solstice Child. Elsie looked
into her crystal and saw a very magical
future for Eleanora!

Another Eleanor and friend of Pooka’s will be 43 on June 26.
On July 8, Henry-Serafin will be 6 years old.  Happy Birthday, Henry!
Liam will be 10 on June 24… or maybe the 26th?  Whichever day, he’s
running full out into his future and sure to find a really good book along the
way.
Anikka will be 6 on July 14.  Pooka would love to see the summer solstice
presenta she and Luna have planned for her parents. (He needs ideas on
what to give Elsie!)
Pooka’s Special Friend, Romany, will be 4 on July 14. Pooka loves the
crafts she and her sister create for each issue of the magazine and he’d
really love to come visit her someday!
Ezekiel will be 5 on July 16.  That’s a really important
birthday!
Marija will turn 5 on June 17.  Pooka thinks she just
might be a mermaid but Thistle insists Marija is a fairy.
Her mother says Marija is a witch like Elsie. Only Marija
knows for sure!
Cecilia is a natural, gentle spell-crafter who will be 9 on
July 3rd. Elsie thinks she and Cecilia could be best
friends!
Alek, who will be 5 on June 19, Midsummer Eve, is a
young warrior minstrel and Pooka would love to have
Alek teach him Kung Fu!



Veda is a young mermaid in training.
She’ll be 6 on July 17 and Pooka
hears she can even do a cartwheel.
He’s a jealous because he tried and
landed on his face!
Jasmine is growing up so fast.
She’s a writer and video maker now
who will be 15 on July 13.  Pooka
hopes she’ll say ‘hi’ to Madison for
him and maybe they can have a
playdate soon?
Olivia’s birthday is on July 5 and someday she’ll be a concert violinist...or
maybe even the solo violinist in a big concert.
On July 26, Kate will be turning 11 and Pooka wants to know if she can
swim and eat a bagel w/ cream cheese at the same time? That would be
really impressive!
Sebastian will be 12 on July 14.  Maybe he and Pooka could play video
games together sometime?  Either that or go camping!
On June 13, Tayla will be 11 and Pooka is already nagging Elsie to write a
story about a one-eyed horse named Gypsy.  He thinks that is so beyond
being just cool.
Caine is a little Ninja who’s his dad’s best construction helper.  Cain can
smash nails with a hammer just like the god Thor. He will be 4 on July 23.
Lydia will be 10 on July 29 and has a promising future in Hollywood. She’s
already a whiz at editing videos.  (Pooka says ‘hi’ to Max and please save a

bit of carrot in case the little cat comes to
visit him some night?)
Finely, who will be 4 on July 14th, is going to
be a cat when he grows up.  Pooka thinks
this is an excellent career choice!

Hap�� ��r��d��!




